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serow [ser-oh] 
(n) a goat antelope of the genus Capricornis, of eastern Asia, related to 

the goral. From Lepcha să-ro (Tibetan goat). Japanese: kamoshika 
氈鹿. Russian: cерау.

A kita prefecture, situated in western Tōhoku, is home to an abundance 

of nature and wildlife. Its mountains, sea coast, lakes, and rivers are 

home to a variety of creatures and beasts. While one may regularly see 

foxes, tanuki, deer, or even bears when out for a drive or when strolling through 

Akita’s bucolic landscape, spotting a serow (known to the local people as a 

kamoshika) is rare indeed.

Serow live in Akita’s lush forests. While some animals may find the region’s 

steep, densely wooded mountainsides too treacherous, and its cold, snowy 

winters too harsh, kamoshika thrive here all year round.

These ancient creatures are most often seen at dawn and dusk—those 

mystical times, when it is not fully day and not fully night; not fully light and 

not fully dark. Because of their elusive nature and the fact that they are most 

active at such mysterious times of day, Akita people have come to believe that 

seeing a kamoshika is auspicious and may bring them good luck.

Composing a perfect haiku is like trying to catch sight of a serow. Although 

one may try and try, the perfect words for composing a haiku are often elusive. 

As with spotting a kamoshika, writing a masterful haiku occurs only at rare times 

when the poet least expects.

Cover Art by Jason Tacker

セロ [ser-oh] 
(名) 広義には、ウシ目、ウシ亜目、ウシ科、ヤギ亜科のヤギ族。　地方：東アジ

ア 。ゴーラルに関係する説もあり。 
語源学　レプチャ語： să-ro (チベットのヤギ)。 和名： カモシカ（氈鹿、羚羊）。 

露語: cерау。

東北の西側に位置する秋田県は、自然に恵まれ、多くの野生生物が生息しています。秋
田の山々や海辺、川や湖では様々な生き物が生活しているため、ドライブに出かけた
り田舎道を散歩すれば、キツネやタヌキ、シカ、時にはクマにも出会うことが出来るで

しょう。一方でカモシカ（英：serow）と遭遇することは、とても珍しいです。
カモシカは主に緑豊かな森林に生息しています。しかしそこは、樹木が生い茂る険しい山腹

で、冬は雪が降り積もり寒さが厳しいため、一般の動物が生息するにはあまりにも過酷で危険な
環境です。けれどもカモシカは、この場所で一年中暮らしています。

太古から生息するこの動物は、夜明けや夕暮れ時…空が美しい色に染まる曖昧で神秘的な
時間に姿を現します。理解しがたい彼らの生態や、一日のなかで最も魅惑的な時間帯に姿を見せ
ることから、秋田ではカモシカと出会うことは非常に幸運で、カモシカは幸せを運んでくる存在と
して信じられています。

完璧な俳句を詠むことは、カモシカを見つけることに似ています。何度考え直しても、ぴった
り合う言葉が見つからない日もあります。すばらしい俳句は、カモシカと遭遇するときのように、書
き手すら想像していなかった瞬間に生まれるものなのかもしれません。

カバーアート：　ジェイソン・タッカー
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Welcome to Serow.

The Akita International Haiku Contest organizers selected yūgen as the 

theme for the 2021 contest. Haiku poets are no doubt at least a little 

familiar with the terms wabi 侘び and sabi 寂び—wabi meaning simplistic 

beauty, and sabi meaning the beauty of a worn object. These, along with yūgen, 

are a few examples of a long list of Japanese aesthetics (biishiki 美意識). While 

wabi and sabi are used more commonly to describe material arts and the natural 

world, yūgen  is at home in the literary and performing arts—especially with 

haiku. 

Notes on Yūgen 幽玄
Most readers of Serow will be familiar with the term yūgen through haiku, 

but it is also a term used to describe the aesthetics of waka 和歌, renga 連歌, 

and nō theater 能. The Japanese Classical Literature Dictionary 日本古典文学大辞
典 says that because of its profound subtleties, yūgen is very difficult to define. 

It does have an original, historical meaning [having come into Japanese from 

China], but in the worlds of waka, renga, and nō criticism, it means “suggestive 
feeling of beauty through recollection or association,” rather than simply the 

“lingering feeling of beauty.” Although it is one of the special aesthetic qualities 

defining medieval (14th–16th century) Japanese arts, it is certainly found in the 

poetry of earlier ages, notably in the work of Saigyō 西行 (1118–1190). Thus, yūgen 

is an aesthetic that has permeated Japanese fine and literary arts for centuries.

Understanding the yūgen aesthetic and how it transforms a poem is 

important for understanding the evolution of haikai 俳諧 from a playful, less-

serious literary exercise into the more intellectual and respected art form it 

became. The language and structure of Japanese poetry once resembled Chinese 

more so than what one would today recognize as Japanese. Indeed, composing 

and reciting poetry in Chinese was the sign of sophistication in Japan through 

the 10th century. As Japanese poets began to compose poetry in their own 

vernacular, the 17-syllable haikai began to take shape. Haikai are known for 

their levity and playfulness; however, as poets began to use yūgen as a way of 

suggesting something between the lines (so to speak), the mood and the tone 

of haikai began to change. Matsuo Bashō 松尾芭蕉 (1644–1694) emphasized the 

importance of yūgen in establishing the correct mood of a haiku, but perhaps 

more importantly in establishing the poet’s mindset when composing a poem. 

Below are two examples of Bashō’s haiku that could be said to exhibit a sense of 

mystery, or yūgen.

おもしろうてやがて悲しき鵜舟かな
Omoshiroute yagate kanashiki ubune kana

A cormorant boat—amusement sooner or later becomes 
sadness

A cormorant is a type of aquatic bird. When “cormorant fishing,” a 

fisherman would first catch a cormorant, put a collar around its neck, and then 

tie a long leash to the collar. The fisherman (following behind in a boat) would 

then let the bird dive under water to catch a fish. The tight collar, however, 

prevented the bird from swallowing the fish, allowing for the fisherman to 

snatch it from the cormorant’s mouth. Bashō suggests that he is witnessing 

both amusement and sadness at the sight of a cormorant fisher, but he does 

not explicitly state what that amusement and sadness are. Is he describing the 

cormorant’s joy at catching a fish, then its sadness at not being able to swallow 

it? Perhaps, it is the fisherman’s joy that the cormorant caught a fish, but then 

the bird swallowed it (causing the fisherman to be disappointed)? Another 

interpretation is that the fisherman’s amusement is the cormorant’s sadness. By 

not explicitly stating who or what is experiencing these emotions, Bashō utilizes 

yūgen to make the reader stop and wonder. 

Another example is from the old classic: 
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ふる池やかわずとびこむみずの音
Furu ike ya kawazu tobikomu mizu no oto

 
Ah, the old pond! The sound of a splash as a frog goes leaping 

in

This haiku is perhaps the best known haiku in the world. But why? Is it 

simply the mise-en-scène (a cute little frog hopping into an old pond) that draws 

people to it? I posit that it is the aesthetic of yūgen that catches the audience’s 

imagination. By writing that the frog leapt in to the water, but not explicitly 

stating “why” it leapt in, Bashō is suggesting that something else happened 

outside of what is described in the lines of the haiku, which leaves the reader 

wondering.

Oftentimes poets of English haiku write one-sentence or one-phrase poem 

with all the pertinent information explicitly contained in it. While certainly 

there is no rule against composing a haiku this way, one can understand from 

these two examples that by leaving out some information and merely suggesting 

something, it can give a haiku greater depth. 

—the Editor

Pictured: Three paper fans with haiku from Matsuo Bashō’s Oku no hosomichi written 
on them by haiku students using calligraphy brushes and black sumi ink. Below, a scroll 
with the complete Oku no hosomichi written on it by calligraphy master Katsuya Ōishi. 

(Tokyo, 2009. Photo by Ben Grafström)
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協力

ご支援下さった皆様、 多くのご協力をいただき、誠にありがとうございました。

 

秋田県立大学
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10th Annual Akita International Haiku Contest
Winners at a Glance

 

English (Open)

Lorraine Ward (New Zealand)

 

English (Student)

Ryūto Sakamoto (International University of Kagoshima, Japan)

 

Japanese (Open)

Masanori Itō (Fukushima, Shirakawa City)

 

Japanese (Student)

Sho Aiba (Akita North High School, Akita City)

第10回秋田国際俳句コンテスト
特選者の名簿

 

英語部門・一般

ローレン・ウォード （ニュージーランド）
 

英語部門・学生

坂元龍斗 （鹿児島国際大学）
 

日本語部門・一般

伊藤正規 (福島県白河市)
 

日本語部門・学生

会場翔 (秋田市 秋田県立秋田北高等学校)
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English (Open)

英語部門・一般

by

Lorraine Ward
(New Zealand)

the silver coin I dropped

into this old wishing well

twinkled back at me

落とした銀貨
この古い願いの井戸に
私にきらめきを返した

Jason Tacker

otoshita ginka kono furui negai no ido ni watashi ni 
kirameki o kaeshita
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English (Open) 英語部門・一般
Haiku of Honorable Mention 入選

320 English haiku were submitted from the following 59 countries:

Algeria, American Samoa, Argentina, Australia, Bangladesh, Belarus, Belgium, 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Brazil, Canada, China, Colombia, Croatia, 

Denmark, Egypt, England, France, Germany, Ghana, Greece, Hungary, India, 

Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Malaysia, Malta, 

Mexico, Montenegro, Myanmar, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, North 

Macedonia, Northern Ireland, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania, 

Russia, Saint Lucia, Scotland, Slovakia, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, 

Thailand, Turkey, UAE, Ukraine, USA, Vietnam, and Wales.

Tony Williams (Scotland)

the poinsettia

curling up again, why, why

won’t you talk to me?

ポインセチア

再び丸くなる、なぜ、なぜ

話してくれませんか？

cemetery park

the scent of lavender

on the way out

墓地公園

ラベンダーの香り

途中で

summer afternoon

a crow and a shadow meet

at the water’s edge

夏の午後

カラスと影が出会う

水辺で

Vladislav Hristov (Plovdiv, Bulgaria)

Srinivas S. (Rishi Valley, India)
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an august cypress

in the full bloom of its youth

my mere seventies

8月のヒノキ

その若さで真っ盛り

私はほんの70代

a crystal-clear lake

one leaf after another

falls into the sky

透き通った湖

葉が次々と

空に落ちる

A butterfly

flutters through double rainbows

in shower to the garden

蝶

二重の虹をはばたく

庭へのシャワーで

border disputes

the snow on the Himalayas

still white as lilies

国境紛争

ヒマラヤの雪は

ユリのようにまだ白い

abandoned mailbox

two sparrows build a fine home

with brown pine needles

放棄されたメールボックス

2羽のスズメが素晴らしい家にする

茶色の松葉で

autumn loneliness

the sudden remembrance of

mother’s goodnight kiss

秋の孤独

母のおやすみキスの

突然の思い出

chemotherapy—

a forget-me-not flower

hanging in her hair

化学療法

勿忘草の花

彼女の髪にかかっている

Dan Iulian (Bucharest, Romania)

Engin Gülez (Ankara, Turkey)

John Zheng (Itta Bena, Mississippi, USA)

Marta Chocilowska (Warsaw, Poland)

Helen Barysheva (Moscow, Russia)

Miyuki Iimura (Saitama, Japan)

Nagasri Nudurupati (Hyderabad, India)
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Jason Tacker

English (Student)

英語部門・学生

by

Ryūto Sakamoto 坂元龍斗
(International University of Kagoshima, Japan)

Grandmother’s face

wrinkles around the eyes

proof of many smiles

祖母の顔
目の周りのしわ

多くの笑顔の証拠

sobo no kao me no mawari no shiwa ōku no egao no shōko
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English (Student) 英語部門・学生

Haiku of Honorable Mention 入選

116 students from Canada, England, India, Indonesia, Japan, Nigeria, Philippines, 

Romania, Russia, Scotland, and the United States entered their original haiku to 

this year’s contest. The students ranged from elementary school to university. 

The following ten haiku received honorable mention.

bluebells hanging down

their heads by the river bend—

in the deepest blue

ブルーベルが垂れ下げている

川の曲がり角で頭を

最深の青色で

even though it’s autumn

there are fireflies flying

in my house at night

秋なのに

ホタルが飛んでいる

夜私の家で

Blue sky disappeared.

Scent of a golden rhinoceros

Coming of autumn

青空が消えた

金色のサイの香り

秋の到来

Naho Chayamichi (International University of Kagoshima, Japan)

Haruka Shiba (International University of Kagoshima, Japan)

Sonika Jaiganesh (University of Glasgow, Scotland)
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Earth Day

the children address best wishes

to the oldest oak

アースデー

子供たちは最高の願いを述べる

最古のオークに

an old hollow ridge

gateway to the great beyond

Autumn leaves falling

古いくぼんだ尾根

偉大なる彼方への入口

秋の落葉

Autumn breeze and

Under the persimmon tree

cool of the evening

秋のそよ風と

柿の木の下

夕方の涼しい所

Darkness of the sea

The depths of forgotten fear

Hungry creatures stir

海の闇

忘れられた恐怖の深さ

空腹の生き物がかき混ぜる

Falling endlessly

Everything and yet nothing

Suspended in time

際限なく落ちる

すべてそしてまだ何も

時間内に中断していない

Deep in the lush woods

A cave runs down endlessly

The bottom unknown

緑豊かな森の奥深く

洞窟が際限なく流れ落ちる

底が知れない

smell of burnt jasmines

leads to somewhere; no smoke but

a burning ragdoll

焦げたジャスミンの匂い

どこかにつながる、煙は出ないが

燃える縫いぐるみ人形
Ikeda (International University of Kagoshima, Japan)

Ethan Gautheir (South Lyon East High School, Michigan, USA)

Lauren Back (The Nueva School, California, USA)

Mohit Kumar Tanwar (Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi, India)

Favour I. Adeoye (Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta, Nigeria)

Maria Lucanu (“Elena Rareş” School, Botoșani, Romania)

Cayden Sleek (South Lyon East High School, Michigan, USA)
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Jason Tacker

Japanese (Open)

日本語部門・一般

by

Masanori Itō 伊藤正規
(Fukushima, Shirakawa City)

光芒の枯野や遠く日本海
kōbō no kareno ya tōku nihonkai

Withered field
in the ray of light

the Sea of Japan distantly
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Japanese (Open) 日本語部門・一般

Haiku of Honorable Mention 入選

A total of 40 poets from Russia, the USA, and from all throughout Japan 

submitted haiku composed in Japanese to this year’s contest. The judges agree 

that the following poets and haiku deserve Honorable Mention. 

北の国互いを呼び合う虎落笛

kita no kuni tagai o yobi-au mogaribue

Northern countries

cold wind whistles

calling each other

余白無き師の眼差しや寒復習

yohaku naki shi no manazashi ya kanzarai

Gaze from my teacher

without margins

the cold review

幽玄の言意わからず星月夜

yūgen no gen-i wakarazu hoshizukiyo

No idea 

what the word yūgen means

the starry night

Kengo Ishida 石田賢吾 (Gifu, Gujō City)

Satoshi Akimoto 秋本哲 (Ehime, Matsuyama City)

Kōji Kimura 木村弘治 (Oita, Japan)
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はちす咲く沈めしものを吸ひ取りて

hachisu saku shizumeshimono o sui-torite

Sacred lotuses

bloom sucking

the sinking things

幽玄の渓谷へ霧波打てる

yūgen no keikoku e kiri nami-dateru

Misty waves

to the valley 

of yūgen

幽玄をさがして歩く蛍の夜

yūgen o sagashite aruku hotaru no yo

A night of fireflies

walking in search

of yūgen

枯れ池に寒月宿り風止みぬ

kare ike ni kangetsu yadori kaze yaminu

The pond with no water

inhabited by a wintry moon

the wind stops

能楽堂あまたの音を消し真冬

nōgakudō amata no oto o keshi mafuyu

Noh theater

mutes a lot of sounds 

midwinter

篝火に舞ふ幽玄の薪能

kagaribi ni mau yūgen no takiginō

the deep mystery of nō

performed at night

by bonfire light

渡り鳥富士晴れ箱根さはやかに

watari-dori Fuji hare Hakone sawayaka ni

Migratory birds

Mount Fuji is sunny

Hakone is fresh

Norio Nakashima 中島紀生 (Wakayama, Kinokawa City)

Teruhisa Kawakami 河上輝久 (Osaka)

Tetsuo Ofuji 大藤哲生 (Fukuoka, Kitakyūshū City)

Minami Ono 大野美波 (Saitama, Iruma City)

Daisuke Sugimori 杉森大介 (Kyoto)

Asako Okazaki 岡崎亜佐子 (Ibaraki, Mito City) Yumiko Koga 古賀由美子 (Saga, Karatsu City)
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Jason Tacker

Japanese (Student)

日本語部門・学生

by

Sho Aiba 会場翔
(Akita North High School, Akita)

 幽玄の彼方を覗く朧月
yūgen no kanata o nozoku oborozuki

A hazy moon
gazing 

beyond yūgen
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Japanese (Student) 日本語部門・学生

Haiku of Honorable Mention 入選

A total of 41 students submitted haiku to this year’s Japanese language, Student–

Haiku category. Participants including those as young as nursery school-age 

students all the way up to university students. The judges agree that the 

following poets and haiku deserve Honorable Mention for their compositions.

冷たい風 一緒に香る 金木犀
tsumetai kaze issho ni kaoru kinmokusei

Cold wind 

fragrant together

with fragrant olive

おもいっきりミンミンゼミがないている
omoikkiri min-min zemi ga naiteiru 

With their strength

min-min cicadas are singing

そらむいておはなししているこいのぼり
sora muite ohanashi shiteiru koi-nobori

Carp streamers

talking 

to the sky

Ena Komatsu 小松永奈　(Yotsuba Nursery School, Yamagata)

Raia Konma こんま らいあ (Aishin Nursery School, Yamagata)

Mei Okumura 奥村芽生 (International University of Kagoshima)

* This particular species of cicadas is nicknamed after 
the sound they make, for which the onomatopoeia is 
“min-min.”
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ツクツクボウシもういいかいとぼくをよぶ

tsuku-tsuku bōshi mō ii kai to boku o yobu

a tsuku-tsuku cicada 

calling me

Ready or not?

Sora Satō 佐藤颯 (Yotsuba Nursery School, Yamagata)

オンブバッタこどもをのせてたかくとぶ

onbu batta kodomo o nosete takaku tobu

long-headed locust

flying high with

a child on its back

かぜふいてさくらがそらにまいあがる

kaze fuite sakura ga sora ni mai agaru

In the wind

cherry blossoms soaring

into the sky

十六夜の課題に励む蠟燭や

izayoi no kadai ni hagemu rōsoku ya

Working hard on my

“sixteenth-night homework.” 

Candles!

汗見えぬシテの歩みと蝉の声

ase mienu shite no ayumi to semi no koe

without a sweat

the lead dancer’s steps

the shrill of the cicada

こいのぼりのっていきたいうちゅうまで

koi-nobori notte-ikitai uchū made

the carp-streamer

I want to ride it

into space

きにとまりせみがミンミンうたってる

ki ni tomari semi ga min-min utatteru

Cicadas 

perching on a tree 

singing

Aoi Kobayashi 小林葵 (Yotsuba Nursery School, Yamagata)

Aika Miura みうら あいか (Aishin Nursery School, Yamagata)

Hayata Suzuki 鈴木駿大 (Takasaki North High School, Gunma)

Ruka Umetsu 梅津瑠佳 (Yotsuba Nursery School, Yamagata)

Ouga Nagaoka 長岡皇夏 (Yotsuba Nursery School, Yamagata)

Chiaki Akamatsu  赤松千秋 (Tottori University, Tottori)

* This particular species of cicadas is nicknamed after 
the sound they make, for which the onomatopoeia is 
“tsuku-tsuku.”
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Features
Getting to Know Haiku Poet

Lorraine Ward
New Zealand haiku poet Lorraine Ward is the winner of the 10th Annual Akita 

International Haiku Contest’s English-Open category. She has submitted haiku to the 

Akita International Haiku Network’s contests in the past. We are happy for her continued 

support and honored to have her haiku included in Serow.

Below is Lorraine’s haiku as well as a little bit about her and her connection to haiku 

composition.

the silver coin I dropped
into this old wishing well

twinkled back at me
   

I was born in Brisbane, Australia in October 1951. Early in 1952 I arrived in 

New Zealand with my New Zealand-born father and my Australian mother. I 

have an Australian birth certificate and a New Zealand passport. I am the eldest 

of four siblings who grew up in their father’s home town of Nelson, a city with 

its own harbour and surrounded by tree covered hills with free-flowing rivers.

My childhood celebrated a love of nature and a love of reading.

On finishing College, I went to Victoria University of Wellington (Wellington 

being the capital city of New Zealand), graduating with a BSc in Mathematics.

A love of the beauty of nature, and a propensity for algebraic formulae, might 

make it seem that composing haiku would be a pleasurable and possibly an 

inevitable pastime.

I have been settled in Wellington for most of my seventy years, enjoying the 

quirks of the city and its many beautiful corners.

I was introduced to haiku in the early 1980s—a series of talks in one of the 

City Council meeting halls, if memory serves correctly. I did not start working 

with them immediately, but over the years have built them into my routine, 

sometimes consciously working on them, sometimes following the flow of words 

and images my mind is conjuring with, at all times following the mantra: “write 

it down.”

During the 1990s I rediscovered my childhood love of acting, and completed 

some drama studies papers at Victoria University. My current interests, as well 

as haiku, include stand-up comedy and improv.

The Fringe Bar, a licensed Wellington performance venue, provides 

performance space for a number of poetry groups—a haiku death match, for 

example, and “Poetry at the Fringe,” a monthly feature that has a guest poet 

and an open mike. I perform at both, and am known by some of the regulars as 

“the haiku lady.”

My parents have both died, my mother in her eighties in 2008, and my father 

three years ago aged 91.

After my father’s death I revisited Nelson seeking out some of the vivid 

memories of my childhood. I did not find the wishing well that features in this 

haiku, but as I climbed the hill I remembered it being on, open to and exploring 

my childhood memories, the haiku that is a winner in this competition appeared 

in my mind.

I like to think it is a message from my deceased father, reminding me that 

wonderful things will always keep happening.

— Lorraine Ward
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Modern Haiga

Modern Haiga & Photo-
Haiku from around the 

World

The original purpose of Serow is to feature the winners of the annual 

Akita International Haiku Contest (which in 2022 will be in its 

11th year!) In the 3rd volume of Serow, we began including haiga 俳
画 and photo-haiku, which in many ways are the natural evolution of haiku. 

Traditionally, a haiga was a haiku accompanied by a painted image. While many 

people still practice traditional haiga with paint, brush, and paper, advances in 

modern technology have inspired people to use photos or digitally composed art 

in place of painted images. This is the third issue of Serow to include modern 

riffs on haiga. As with the previous issues, we have been overwhelmed with the 

number of haiga and photo-haiku submissions.

We hope that readers of Serow will enjoy the selections we have included here, 

and that haiga and photo-haiku poets will continue to share their wonderful 

work with us in the future!

—the Editor

David McMurray
(Kagoshima, Japan)

Sakurajima the morning sun rises from molten lava
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Quarantine over  freshmen climb back down the classroom walls winter horizon waiting for my ship to come year of the tiger
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Artist bio

David McMurray is Professor of Intercultural Studies and teaches photo-haiku 

to university and graduate students at The International University of Kagoshi-
ma in Japan. He is the founding editor of the Asahi Haikuist Network column in 

the Asahi Shimbun newspaper published in Tokyo since April 1 (April Fool’s Day), 

1995, which readers can visit at:

https://www.asahi.com/ajw/special/haiku/

 David McMurray has authored a baker’s dozen books on haiku and photo-hai-

ku, including: Teaching and Learning Haiku in English (2022); Active Learning and 

Testing (2018); Only One Tree Haiku Music & Metaphor (2015); Canada Project Collected 

Essays & Poems (2013) Volumes 1 to 8; and Haiku Composed in English as a Japanese 

Language (2003).

Debbie Strange
(Canada)

evergreen forest the shadows and silences of another time
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swirls of aurora the here, there and everywhere of astonishment ultrasonogram my sister’s hydrangeas turn deeper shades of blue
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Artist bio
Debbie Strange is an internationally published, Canadian short-form poet, 

haiga artist, and photographer whose creative passions connect her more closely 

to the world and to herself. She is a winner of the 9th Akita International Haiku 
Contest, and is the Grand Prix recipient of the 10th Setouchi-Matsuyama Pho-
to-Haiku Contest. Debbie’s book, The Language of Loss: Haiku & Tanka Conversa-

tions, won the 2019 International Sable Books Women’s Haiku Contest. She also 

received the 2020 Snapshot Press Book Award for her forthcoming full-length 

haiku collection, Random Blue Sparks. Please visit her publication and awards ar-

chive at:

https://debbiemstrange.blogspot.com/ for further information.

Reflection

Making haiga serves as my daily meditation. It helps to distract me from 

chronic illness, and brings me much joy! I use a variety of techniques, such as 

ink, watercolour, photography, and digital components, in my original artworks. 

Sometimes the poem comes first, and at other times, the art begs me for words! 

The Haiku Foundation Haiga Galleries feature several examples of my work. 

There is something timeless about haiga and the way in which it elevates both 

the haiku and the art, expanding the scope of each so that they resonate in a 

more profound way.

Florin Golban
(Bucharest, Romania)

endless summer— saxophone sound on water waves
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love exhibition— old man draw in the guitar one day at a time the day’s edge— in another window vanilla snow
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Artist bio
Florin Golban was born in 1975 in Romania. He lives & works in Bucharest as 

an entrepreneur and writer. His poetry and short prose has been published in 

various magazines worldwide. He published 3 poetry books and contributed to 

several poetry and prose anthologies. He is a member of the Romanian Haiku 
Group, is the CEO of Sembazuru Art, and is passionate about rock music.

Isabella Kramer
(Nienhagen, Germany)

emoji moon each step a crisp letter
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miso fragrance from inside out longing spring breeze the desire for new wings
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Isabella Kramer is a healthcare worker and can’t stay home. In her free 

time she works as an artist, writer, and photographer. Currently she is living 

at Nienhagen, Lower Saxony, Germany. Her interests range from watercolor 

paintings to haiku, haibun, tanka, and cherita—mostly written in English. She’s 

also interested in photography, Lyric (mostly written in German), and arts. 

She loves to create haiga because she can combine her different techniques 

wonderfully.

Her first book titled Weniger bis meer is published on blurb.de with German 

poems. She has also contributed to several anthologies and to haiku calendars. 

You can find her work at her blog: 

www.veredita.blogspot.de

www.haiku-veredit.blogspot.de

Her work also appears in several journals, translated in German, English, 

Japan, Polish and French. You can find her on Twitter:

https:// twitter.com/IVeredit

Artist bio Lavana Kray
(Romania)

logging for parents— open the doors every time the leaves pass by
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the scythe leaves only stones behind— spontaneous flora religious discord— our children braiding cords for a kite
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Lavana Kray is from Romania. Over the years, she has won various prizes in 

haiku and tanka competitions. In 2015, the World Haiku Association awarded 

her the title of Master Haiga Artist. Her work has appeared in various print and 

online publications, as well as in haiga exhibitions organized by the World Haiku 
Association in Japan and Italy.

In 2018, she was co-opted in the editorial team of the United Haiku and 
Tanka Society, as Haiga Editor of Cattails magazine. 

She has published three photo-haiku books and one “tankart” collection.

Artist bio Lisa Fox
(Michigan, USA)

blue dragon returns warming winter white cloud sky birds drink at creek’s edge
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fisherman gone south winter ducks paddle channel dark lighthouse silent midwinter saplings sway together in the wind— squirrels sound asleep
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My name is Lisa Fox, (pen name Jade Li.) I live in a rural area in Western 

Michigan, USA. In my family, photographs have been a way to keep family 

history alive. My grandmother, mother, cousins, and I all grew up sitting around 

the kitchen table, drinking coffee and reminiscing over photo albums. In my 

younger years, most of the photos taken have been of family members; now the 

subjects have shifted to landscapes and nature subjects.

I have been writing poetry steadily since my retirement from government 

work in mid-2018. Most of my poetry is published on my blogsite, Tao-Talk. 

I also participate in prompt-inspired poetry challenges at various Word Press 

and Blogger blogs and am a monthly host at dVerse Poets Pub. In 2021, two of 

my poems were published in the anthology, The Anthropocene Hymnal: Songs of a 

Self-Defining Era, edited by Ingrid Wilson (proceeds of which went to the World 

Wildlife Fund).

Many of the poems I write are inspired by others’ ekphrastic images. 

Sometimes I write haiku first, then go searching for an image that most closely 

fits its content. Adding my photographs in writing haiga is an enriching 

experience. I try to put myself back into the scene that is in the photograph and 

channel the feelings of that state into the haiku. As my photos are mostly of 

landscapes and nature, they are a good choice for writing haiku to them. Most 

times the haiga’s scope is no larger than that moment in time; however there are 

many that capture an historical, cultural, and/or metaphorical double meaning 

within it.

Artist bio Mihaela Băbuşanu
(Bacău, Romania)

the young woman convicted— waiting anxiously the final outcome
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heady waterfall— fragmentary memories of my former love together again— over the greened peaks again the sun shine again
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Mihaela Băbuşanu earned her Bachelor Degree in Museology and History. She 

is a member of the Union of the Professional Journalists from Romania.

She made her literary debute in The Fourth Day (2005), which was published as 

a result of the participating in the poetry contest “The Poetry of the Youth.”

Her work appears in a number of journals such as Ateneu, Forma, Plumb, and 

13 Plus. 

Artist bio Nikolai Abramov and Sasha A Palmer
(Lübeck, Germany & Maryland, USA)

breathing in salt air land becomes sea becomes sky white sails in the blue
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the boy and the sea o the pushing-pulling waves! o the falling sky! you dream of the moon the rise and fall of the tides... smooth stones on the shore
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These three photo-haiku are a collaboration between Nikolai Abramov, the 

artist, and Sasha A. Palmer, the poet.

Nikolai Abramov is originally from Tbilisi, Georgia. He is a professional 

pianist and an avid photographer. Nikolai, his wife, and their young son 

currently split their time between Moscow, Russia and Lübeck, Germany.

Sasha A. Palmer is from Moscow, Russia. She is a linguist, and an aspiring 

haiku poet. Born and raised in Moscow, she currently lives in Maryland, USA with 

her husband, and their two children.

Artist bios Radka Mindova
(Sliven, Bulgaria)

early petals my daughter applies her first eyeliner
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Radka Mindova is an economist from Sliven, Bulgaria. She has been writing 

haiku for several years and her work has appeared in Cattails, Ershik, World Haiku 

Review, the World Haiku Association Haiga Contest (with selections and awards by 

Kuniharu Shimizu), The Living Haiku Anthology, The Mainichi Haiku in English, and 

other haiku publications.

Awards and Other Honors: Radka was selected to the European Top 100 Most 
Creative Haiku Authors in 2013 and 2014.  In 2012, 2014, and 2015 her haiku won 

the Bulgarian Haiku Contest.

 

Artist bio Radostina Dragostinova 
(Sofia, Bulgaria)

the way I choose friends angel wing cactus
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that cozy relationship I have never settled... free Wi-fi the story I reload and reload whelk shell
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Radostina Dragostinova lives in Sofia,Bulgaria. She is a financial analyst, but 

writing haiku (starting in the beginning of 2018) and poetry are her escapes from 

the everyday routine. Photography and ikebana are other islands for her to find 

inspiration.

She has publications in Modern Haiku, Heron’s Nest, Cattails, Bones, Frogpond, 

PruneJuice, Under the Basho, Failed Haiku, Blithe Spirit, Time Haiku, Chrysanthemum, 

Creatrix, Wales Haiku Review, Human/Kind, and KONTINIUM, among others. She 

is member of The British Haiku Society and The United Haiku and Tanka 
Society. She has been awarded a couple of honorable mentions and prizes in 

competitions.

Artist bio Subir Ningthouja 
(Manipur, India)

forest path golden leaves dance with the wind
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craggy mountains a monk climbs to his sweet spot moon shower blossoms dance with moonbeams
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Subir Ningthouja is a physician living at Imphal, Manipur state, India. He 

is an enthusiastic photographer, using his mobile phone’s camera. He has 

been immersed in haiku and related forms for over a year with occasional 

publications. 

Artist bio

Teaching and Learning Haiku in English

by David McMurray. The International University of Kagoshima Press, 2022. pp. 

vi + 147. ¥3000 (JPY). ISBN: 978-4-901352-66-6. (B5-size, Cloth).

Reviewed by

Aaron Ozment
Kagoshima, Japan

Teaching and Learning Haiku in English, is a 150-page hardbound, covered in 

red buckram cloth. It contains ample sketches, illustrations and 10 pages of col-

or photographs and very clear font text in English and Japanese languages. The 

author’s award-winning haiku preface each of these seven chapters, which offer 

an introduction to the field of haiku education in Japan; comparative research on 

how Western and Japanese readers view international photo-haiku; a robust ex-

planation of how to teach haiku with sections for elementary school teachers, for 

junior high school teachers, for high school teachers, for university teachers and 

Teaching and Teaching and 
Learning Haiku in Learning Haiku in 

EnglishEnglish
David MDavid MccMurrayMurray

俳
句

Reviews
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for company staff; teaching and learning haiku through technology; a lucid de-

scription of teaching and learning with haiku contests; sharing haiku at academic 

societies; trends in international haiku and photo-haiku; culminating in endnotes 

and translations.

So often, in the study of haiku, we forget that we are usually reading in trans-

lation. Moreover, it seems that most of us have developed the tendency to write 

as if in translation. The relationship of haiku to the natural world and to the Jap-

anese language is well understood. However, the particular problems and oppor-

tunities presented by the relationship between haiku and the English language 

are less well understood. Professor McMurray’s work will be an excellent means 

of establishing that connection and an aid to understanding.

Professor McMurray understands, and does an excellent job of elucidating, 

how differences in language and perception alter the way that we produce and 

consume poetry. In poetry such as haiku, the reader must often work as hard as 

the poet to squeeze meaning from each of the seventeen syllables. Even in cases 

where one is fluent in the language a particular haiku was written in, the associ-

ations may be more foreign than the particulars of the language. An American is 

as confused by the moon being a sign of autumn as a Japanese is confused at the 

notion that a pumpkin represents fall. With different linguistic perceptions, dif-

ferent associations, and different ways of parsing information, a poem can lose 

much of its meaning as it crosses between barriers of language and culture. Mc-

Murray’s ability to teach his readers how to cross those barriers, but also how to 

identify them to aid in future crossings, is elegant and excellent. This work will 

be a spectacular way to understand and to move between cultures.

Perhaps Professor McMurray’s greatest achievement in this work, demon-

strating the aforementioned skills, is his series of collaborative haiku with Mr. 

Jiro Oba. Here are excerpts from pages 85 to 88 in Teaching and Learning Haiku in 

English:

mountains of blossoms

basking in morning sunlight

the pagoda’s tip

 

相輪に
朝日を浴びて

花の山
sourin ni asahi wo abite hananoyama

•

restless to begin

the skipper unfurls the sail

hazy morning sun

そそくさと
船長帆あげる

朝曇
sosokusa to senchou ho ageru asagumori

•

first autumn morning

sunlight shines bright on the plane

wings destined to soar

今朝の秋
機は陽光に

翼ゆだね
kesa no aki ki wa youkou ni yoku yudane

•

birds the first to see

skyscrapers appear through clouds

this winter morning

冬の朝
先ず鳥が見る

摩天楼
fuyu-no asa mazu tori ga miru matenrou
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Collaborative poetry is a difficult art on its own, yet combining it with trans-

lation and the creation of comprehensible meaning which translates both mean-

ing and sound between languages is a great accomplishment. It is difficult to 

write a good haiku. It is perhaps more difficult to translate one. The ability to 

jointly compose pieces which can be translated, and which retain their forms, 

structures, assonances, and nuances in English and Japanese is something whose 

difficulty cannot be understood by someone who looks and sees mere pairings 

of seventeen syllables. It is demonstration, proof positive, that with the correct 

mindset and the correct working goals, haiku poetry can express itself in multi-

ple languages, with multiple layers of meaning, all comprehensible to an audi-

ence who, while interpreting it in ways shaped by language and culture, share 

something nearly alike in their impressions.

Reviewer Bio  

Aaron Ozment graduated from Oakland University, Michigan, with a degree in 

Japanese Language and Literature. He taught English and other subjects in Ja-

pan since 2015. During this time, he has also taught music, theater, and dance. 

He has also been a speaker on subjects as Rakugo, Public Speaking, and Applied 

Phonetics. Finally, he has been a graduate student in a Master’s program since 

2020.

Trava i nebo (Grass & Heaven)

by Jasminka Nadaškić Đorđević. Narodna biblioteka Smederevo, 2021. pp. 218.    

ISBN: 978-86-80826-18-9. 

Reviewed by

Dejan Bogojevic
Serbia

“Long and Successful Haiku Journey”

The book Grass & Heaven contains a selection of the haiku poetry written by 

Jasminka Nadaskic Djordjevic, born in Smederevo, Serbia, in 1958. It consists 

of four cycles titled: “Moving Grass,” “Dandelion Sea,” “Life Time of Dew 

Drop,” and “Paper Birds.” The author herself selected the poems, and besides 

having both Serbian and English versions, many of the haiku were translated 

into various different languages, which makes this international haiku book even 

more accessible to the entire world.

Our author has also specified when and where she has published her haiku, 

which languages they were translated into, and which awards she was given. 

Each haiku has its own small bibliography. These characteristics make Grass & 

Heaven a haiku journal of sorts.
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Jasminka has essentially composed her life’s work. It can be read even 

without the insight into details of each poem’s publication. These details, 

however, enrich our insight into Jasminka’s haiku life, which is highly prolific 

and successful.

Her haiku usually follow the Japanese 5–7–5 syllable structure and contain 

words that determine the season. There are also examples of the contemporary 

haiku structure (Free Style). For more than thirty years she has been combining 

the classical and modern to leave her personal mark on the haiku legacy.

Take for example the following haiku. Our poet affirms the syntagm 

“gorgeously blooming white acacia,” which on its own creates an impactful 

image engraved in memory due to the beauty of nature’s miracles, and takes 

it to the next level in the second part of haiku with blooming its fragrance as 

well, where we need to apply multiple senses: sight and smell. This kind of 

duplication is not characteristic for this haiku only.

gorgeously blooming

white acacia—blooming

its fragrance as well

The value of the following haiku is in the authentic, spontaneous phrasing and 

writing. Several things occur on the same plane: moment—pain—surprise.

sound of train whistle— 

fingers tightly squeeze 

a pink rose bouquet

It comes as no surprise that the next haiku was published in so many places, 

translated into several languages, and was awarded. Love towards nature 

expressed through abundance of fragrances and barefoot walks. Its simple and 

effective phrasing intensifies the fragrances of meadow flowers and deepens the 

freedom of roaming.

a field so rich

from the wealth of fragrances

I go barefoot

In the architecture of next haiku, we can indeed hear the beat which steadily 

becomes plastic, like a statue—followed by the effects of rain drumming and the 

ripe chestnuts (published in the magazine Lotus, in Valjevo, 1999).

the rain is drumming

slowly—slowly are drumming

the ripe chestnuts too

In the haiku below, Jasminka Nadaskic Djordjevic very skillfully depicts the joy 

and immediacy of a meeting. She does this in a clear manner, without excessive 

context, through meaning, feeling and movement. The yellow powder of the 

flower connects male and female characters. They are “marked” and close.

gratuitous bouquet—

yellow dust from mimosa

over both coats

She is familiar with the play of words in the haiku form, as well. She knows 

that the game—the one true game (of spirit)—is not affected by the poetic 

writing being phrased in the haiku form:

a violet . . . prime

and self-satisfied . . . and so

viognificent

Haiku in which the sadness is so vivid and alive due to loss of parents (in this 

case, her father). Nature is in a state of decay (wrinkled leaves), which serves as 

the announcement of death. Autumn as the symbol of death emphasizes the pain 

in this poem:

the house threshold

covered by wrinkled leaves— 
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father is at death’s door

Despite the fact that I have observed a trend of “similar solutions” in 

the Serbian haiku, for example “the rain downpour affecting both sides of 

the border;” “the cherry blossom in both mine and neighbouring garden,” 

“misty river on both shores” (I have paraphrased these examples), and so on, 

Jasminka’s haiku is different. In the following haiku, the “madhouse fence” 

divides people suffering from mental disorders from those who are not. 

However, a question poses itself—is that truly always the case? In this scenario, 

the poplar leaves breach the gap between them.

madhouse fence— 

yellow poplar leaves falling

on the both sides

The following haiku, which was very well received by readers, can very clearly 

and precisely point towards the human obedience which is (regrettably) in these 

times vastly common, and which triggers the feelings of resentment towards 

some character flaws. And, at the same time, the contrast is obvious, because the 

“race of butterflies” reveals the particles of nature’s beauty and life.

race of butterflies

one is landing— 

shadow next to it

Anti-war haiku published in Dimitar Anakiev’s anthology Haiku from the 

Shelter (1999) strikingly conveys the tragedy and madness of the bombing 

of one country more than any newspaper article could—even the stars have 

disappeared!

 

 

spring sky –

at the moment of the explosion

no one star

Rare are those haiku poets who have evolved enough to be able to break from 

the frequently self-imposed chains of their haiku inspirations, and find their 

own haiku literature, and who are not the followers, but the authors. Many 

examples prove that Jasminka is exactly one of those rare authors, for example, 

as with the following:

winter twilight—

the suburbs’ twinkling eyes 

come awake

•

the weeds and the wind— 

soul of a lonely man

is a wounded bird

Despite the various challenges that haiku poetry poses, and the different 

approaches to haiku; the author provides us with a whole spectrum of topics: 

meadow, flowers, seasons, Moon, Sun, river, poppy, grass, sky, father, mother, 

train, rain, stars, suburbs, fluff, loneliness, dawn, shadow, madhouse, war, and 

many others.

By organizing the book into four cycles, or four smaller books into one, 

Jasminka Nadaskic Djordjevic undoubtedly shows that she is a skilled haiku 

writer, that she belongs to a small group of people from Serbia (and wider) who 

have multiple publications, and awards for what many call the shortest poetic-

form in the world. She is, without any doubt, a master of this genre, and haiku is 

undoubtedly the heart of poetry.

Reviewer Bio
Dejan Bogojevic was born in Valjevo, in 1971. He is a multimedia artist. He 

writes poetry, prose, haiku, essays, drama, literary and fine art reviews. He 

has published over 70 books, among them 10 are books of haiku poetry: On the 
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Sky Mirror (1999), The Shade of the Raspberry Patch (2002), Jump of a Squirrel (with 

Radmila Bogojevic, 2003), Traveler by Origin (2005), Shadows of White Sails (2006), 

My quest for the face of water (2008), An Old Pine (2014), I am Silent with My Mother 

(2017), and Etheric Clouds (2020). He has also published a few haiku anthologies 

of Serbian and world haiku poetry. His haiku poems have been translated into 20 

languages. 

He has been awarded for haiku in Serbia and abroad. He is the president of the 

Serbian Haiku Association. He deals with fine art as well. He has had 70 solo 

and more than 300 group exhibitions in Serbia and abroad. He is a member of 

the following associations: Association of Serbian Writers, Association of Comic 
Strip Artists, Association of Drama Writers, and Association of Fine Artists of 
Serbia.

Finding the Other Door: A Senryu Chapbook Collection

by Adjei Agyei-Baah. 2021, Mamba Africa Press, Kumasi, Ghana. 

Reviewed by

Keith A. Simmonds

Occasional rejection is difficult to accept, but constant rejection can become 

a debilitating experience for any author. Finding the Other Door, a fascinating 

collection of chapbook senryū by the talented and prolific Ghanaian haiku poet, 

Adjei Agyei-Baah, deals with various stages of such rejection. And the reader, 

especially if he is also a poet, cannot remain insensitive to the hurt, pain and 

sense of discouragement to which the author is constantly subjected.

The majority of senryū in this collection are a sort of lament that describes in 

a very poignant manner the author’s powerlessness and feeling of diminished 

self-worth in the face of rejection. Quite often, the writer is a victim of scant 

courtesy and mixed signals about the quality of his work. The editor’s ego and 

nonchalance may stand in the way of the author’s perseverance and pride in his 

creation:
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submission rules

an editor’s ego

signs off

•

 

returned manuscript—

rings of coffee stains

from the editor’s mug

 

Or:

pompous rejection—

the tone of an editor

seemingly personal

Obviously, such reactions to his work tend to plunge the author into a state of 

anguish and despondency as he does not know what to expect or how to please 

his editor.

Reeling under the “sharp edge” of rejection, the author will sometimes seek 

refuge and solace in nature:

morning garden

reading my rejected haiku

to a little sparrow

 

And he will find renewed enthusiasm when a rejected piece is accepted 

elsewhere as a winner or when special calls are made for rejected works:

the people’s journal

the editor calls for

rejected works

 

Or he may bask in the rekindled optimism, and triumph for one of his rejected 

poems:

clear blue sky…

my rejected haiku moves on

to win a contest

 

But these are merely fleeting moments of success and soon the writer’s 

expectations are dashed again. Once more he feels belittled in his creative 

endeavours. Doubts linger in his mind. His spirits flounder in the darkness of 

despair, but he knows that he must continue to have faith in his talent, must 

summon the courage to submit again and again until he discovers the other door 

to glory.

Reviewer Bio
Born in Barbados, I am a national of Trinidad & Tobago. I received my first 

degree in French and Spanish at the University of the West Indies, Trinidad, and 

my Doctorate in French literature at the Université Paul Valéry, Montpellier, 

France. I divide my time between the Caribbean and France. I write all kinds 

of poetry, but I have a passion for haiku which I discovered in 2004. I like the 

discipline this genre imposes on me. For me, writing haiku is an integral part of 

my life, it is a source of consolation, peace and joy! I write in English, French, 

Spanish, and several of my works have been awarded and published by Letras 
Como Espada, Mundo Escritura, Diversidad Literaria (Spain); Association Pour 
la Promotion du Haïku 2009-2018 (France), Mainichi Daily Haiku 2006-2018, 

Mainichi Yearly Contest 2013 and 2014, Kusamakura Haiku Competition 2016, 

Yamadera Distinguished Work Prize 2012 and 2014, Yamadera Grand Prix 2015, 

Yamadera Basho Memorial, Ito-En Oi Ocha 2009-2012 and 2018, International 
Matsuo Basho Haiku Challenge Prizes 2009, 2014, 2016; First Prize for the 23rd 
Haiku Competition, Dakar, Senegal 2008; Prix Spécial pour la Participation 
étrangère au Concours de Haïku, Dakar, Sénégal 2018. I have also appeared in 

The Mamba: Journal of African Haiku Network (Ghana), 2016, 2017, 2018.
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Call for Entries

The 11th Akita International Haiku Contest

Guidelines for Submission

Eligibility: The contest is open to all!

Entry: Only one (1) haiku is allowed to be submitted per person.

Theme: Earth 地球 
Categories: “Open” and “Student” Categories for Japanese haiku and English 

haiku.

*Participants may only submit ONE (1) haiku

*Students MUST indicate their school affiliation

Note: Only original, previously unpublished haiku should be submitted.

Please visit

akitahaiku.com for more details, 

or visit the QR code below.

Submission period: 

August 1–October 31, 2022

Poets, artists, and contributors retain the rights to their work. The Akita International Haiku 
Network (AIHN) reserves the right to publish for educational purposes and/or for international 
outreach, either online or in print form, all haiku entries (both winning entries and non-
winning entries) and other content willfully submitted to the AIHN. When reproducing haiku 
AIHN will attempt to the best of their ability to notify the haiku authors.

募集のお知らせ
第十一回秋田国際俳句コンテスト

Guidelines for Submission

応募資格： 国籍、年齢は問いません。
投句数： 未発表句・１句

お題: 「地球」、雑詠も可 (the Earth) 
部門： 日本語部門一般・学生、英語部門一般・学生（四部門）

*お一人様、一句限りです。
*学生部門の場合、必ず所属学校名を記入してください。

*未発表句だけ提出してください。

提出方法については、
akitahaiku.com 

をご覧ください。 
後は、以下の QRコードを御覧ください。

応募期間： 

2022年8月1日～10月31日

Poets, artists, and contributors retain the rights to their work. The Akita International Haiku 
Network (AIHN) reserves the right to publish for educational purposes and/or for international 
outreach, either online or in print form, all haiku entries (both winning entries and non-
winning entries) and other content willfully submitted to the AIHN. When reproducing haiku 
AIHN will attempt to the best of their ability to notify the haiku authors.
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Cover Image

Dainichi-dō bugaku 
The name Dainichi refers to both the Dainichi Nyōrai Buddha (Sanskrit: Vairo-
cana) and to the “Great Sun” (a.k.a. Amaterasu 天照大神). Thus, Dainichi-dō 
is the hall dedicated to celebrating these deities. As such, it is an example of 
Shintō-Buddhist syncretism that was popular throughout Japan prior to the 
Meiji Restoration (1868). Bugaku means “dance and entertainment.” 

Dainichi-dō bugaku is performed every year on January 2nd in Kazuno, north-
ern Akita. Dainichi hall is on the grounds of what is now a shintō shrine, Ōhiru 
memuchi-jinja 大日靈貴神社.

Early in the morning, four dancers (representing the four villages around the 
shrine) purify themselves and perform a series of four dances on the grounds of 
the temple-shrine. This is done for the entertainment of the kami (shintō gods), 
in the hope that they will return to the area, bringing spring with them.

In 1976 Dainichi-dō bugaku was nationally designated as one of Akita’s Import-
ant Intangible Folk Cultural Heritages 重要無形民俗文化財.
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